
From the Executive Director

Wishing you a very happy 
Lunar New Year (or year of the
dog according to Chinese 
cosmology). We hope this year
brings you good health and happiness!

Thank you to the many law schools, graduate 
schools and undergraduate schools who have 
posted about Earth Law Center on their 
bulletin boards - and for sending us their best 
and brightest students to intern with us this 
summer.

I also wanted to share the good news that we 
have found a publisher for our law textbook 
which will further strengthen our education 
efforts. 

Please read on, and let us know if you know 
any experienced lawyers who'd like to spend 
a few hours volunteering with Earth Law 
Center!
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NATURE’S RIGHTS
Contributing to Brazil’s 
grassroots rights of nature 
movement

ELC is partnering with Brazilian environmental 
leader Cristiano Pacheco to launch an amicus brief 
initiative in Brazil. The project involves drafting 
amicus briefs advocating for the rights of nature 
and submitting it to select court cases across the 
country. This will include seeking rights 
recognition for both river and ocean ecosystems. 
Already, Brazil has a thriving grassroots rights of 
nature movement, and ELC is thrilled to contribute 
to its advancement. ELC is also extremely 
fortunate to have the assistance of our brilliant 
Water Law Associate, Raquel Gil Garcia Hiebra, 
as she has trained as a lawyer in both Brazil and 
the United States. 

"We are working on finding partners and leading 
lawsuits involving rights of rivers in Brazil, in 
which we could add our expertise as advocates 
for the rights of nature." 

Raquel Gil Garcia Hiebra, Water Law Associate

EDUCATION UPDATE

"I have added Earth Law and the 
rights of nature to my 
Environmental Law teaching for 
2017/18 as it is one of the most 
vibrant, innovative, and 

interesting topics in this area, offering new and 
exciting tools for responding to very challenging 
times, particularly as climate change begins to 
have effects across the globe.” 

Dr. Rónán Kennedy, Lecturer in Law, 
National University of Ireland, Galway Photo credit: Yann Arthus-Bertrand 
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“As a law student, I’ve gained so 
much new knowledge about 
different management approaches 
in protecting the oceans, which 
practices have been successful and 
which have not. I’ve learnt how to 

think critically about new government 
suggestions on environmental protections and to 
read between the lines, as rights of nature 
requires me to think and act in completely 
different and new ways than the norm. It is truly 
inspiring to be a part of an eco-social movement 
which explicitly aims to restore balance in all our 
relationships.”

Stina Bagge
Ocean Rights Associate

VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT

Photo credit: Yann Arthus-Bertrand 

OCEAN GOVERNANCE
Strengthening our efforts in 
collaboration with the 
International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
ELC is working hard to advance ocean rights with the 
International Union for the Conservation of Nature's 
(IUCN) World Commission on Environmental Law 
(WCEL).

The IUCN is the largest conservation organization in 
the world; support and promotion of ELC's Framework 
will significantly catalyze the incorporation of rights of 
nature into ocean conservation efforts. 

ELC is leading a project with the WCEL to bring its 
Earth Law Framework for Marine Protected Areas into 
the commission's work program. ELC will lead a 
working group to finalize the Framework, gain IUCN 
endorsement and include the Framework as a best 
practice at the next Congress. 

Additionally, ELC will hold several workshops in 2018 
to create a pilot project designed to implement the 
Framework in a specific Marine Protected Area. IUCN 
members from Venezuela have already expressed 
interest in running a pilot project within their country. 

Find out more

Watch a video testimonial by Stina

RIVER RIGHTS
Universal Declaration of River 
Rights
Along with experts worldwide, ELC has 
developed a draft Universal Declaration of River 
Rights. The Declaration draws from victories for 
the rights of rivers worldwide, as well as scientific 
understandings of healthy river systems.

Review and sign

https://www.iucn.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zIifrDYMVdA
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdJBL_8x26tgEXkpEKqw6IkQDKFynSNQCqeL0n9feoEXB1B9Q/viewform
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Subscribe today for more news and updates from the Earth Law Center!
info@earthlaw.org | 646 833 8521 | 249 East 118th Street, Suite 3B, NY NY 10035

OUR PARTNERS  
Cuatro al Cubo

“Working with Grant and his team in Earth Law 
Center speaks to the core of what we must 
engage with as humans. Collaborating across 
boundaries, be it language, nations, time zones 
and understandings, to co-create the foundations 
for a healthier planet, one river at a time.”

Cuatro al Cubo’s mission: 
Create and manage a citizen's platform to share 
tactics, develop capacities and attract conscious 
investments so together we can realize our shared 
vision of a healthy, sustainable urban life. 

INTERESTING READ
Soul of the Sea

Looking to understand more 
about ocean governance in 
today’s world? This book by 
Gregory Stone and Nishan 
Degnarain provides a 
fascinating perspective on 
how the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution could help resolve 
issues of ocean governance. 

The book offers a concise status update on where 
we are on this issue today and claims to be a 
“manifesto for a healthier ocean.” 

"What has the effect of ocean been on humanity, 
on our civilization, on our evolution. SOUL OF THE 
SEA wrestles with the need to find a ‘new normal’ 
in ocean health and management. It's time we see 
humanity not as a problem, but as a natural 
evolution of our habitation of the earth and 
manage ocean space and resources accordingly. 
The ocean is the primary life support system on 
earth and humans have always had a special 
relationship with it: it provides food, regulates 
climate, has enabled our migrations to every 
corner of the planet and provided enjoyment and 
inspiration.” 
- Dr. Gregory Stone

Photo credit: Yann Arthus-Bertrand 

BLOG
Visit the Earth Law Center blog for more 
in-depth articles and latest updates on 
Earth Law and the Rights of Nature 
movement.

Read the blog

https://www.earthlawcenter.org/donate
https://www.earthlawcenter.org/newsletter-sign-up-page/
https://www.earthlawcenter.org/blog/

